FRENCH  POLITICAL THOUGHT
reprints of the comedy sold heavily, as well as re-editions of
Rousseau and Voltaire. But all this, which helps to explain the
Revolution of 1830, was of little practical effect on Royal policy.
The opposition to clericalism was not confined to the Liberal
Left; it found support in the ranks of the Church itself. Ultra-
montanism has never been without enemies in the Church,
still more the monastic orders, that of the Jesuits in particular.
The picture of a united harmonious Church, in which we are
sometimes asked to see Catholicism, is a fiction: the conflict
between the episcopacy and the lower clergy, between seculars
and regulars, is one of the constants of Church history. The
virtual handing over of the State to the Jesuits was resented
from several quarters, some feeling it to be contrary to the best
interests of the Church, others fearing lest the Church should
overshadow the Monarchy. It was through the urge of this
fear that an ardently Catholic but zealously Royalist peer,
M. de Montlosier, published a series of pamphlets which are
a sort of Catholic pendant to Beranger's songs. As far back
as 1816 Montlosier complained of " the priests considering
themselves as being God Almighty; they will perish and make
both King and Nation perish with them." His special hatred
was the Society of Jesus; and his anti-Jesuit pamphlet went
through eight editions in a few weeks. The position of the
Jesuits was, in fact, the test case of the Government's policy.
The Society had no legal standing, being in France in defiance
of the law excluding from the country all non-authorized
religious orders. Its schools were illegal. Its strength came
from the fact that while no Government would take upon itself
to authorize them—the opposition would be too strong—no
Government would feel powerful enough to expel them.1
The popular opposition to the Jesuits goes back to sources
which we cannot trace here in detail. Some of it rests on
the alleged immorality of their teaching, exposed in Pascal's
immortal Provincial Letters; much of it is due to the national
1 Strictly speaking, the whole Society had been dissolved by a Papal Bull
of 1762, but the Society was too powerful for that Bull to have been really
operative. The later expulsion order of 1846 was also never really put into
execution.
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